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JWG Overview   
 
In the wake of the pandemic, FinTech and digital assets have become real, 
the next big round of post-crisis derivatives reforms is in here, trading rules are 
being rewritten and the regulatory framework has been extended to include 
‘how’ operations are conducted.  
 
Large firms are creating common, DLT-enabled models of their compliance 
obligations to power model-driven controls. It has also upped the ante for 
regulators to realign their innovation programmes with the fast-moving 
requirements of global rule book rewrites.  
 
In effect, both public and private sectors are finding a path through the 
jungle of compliance to safe code. It is no easy task as the code will not 
maintain itself and to be fit for purpose it must be governed properly. The 
public/private structures in place today will require new ways of working.   
 
Compliance is now operating in a less siloed world, with more fragmented 
and interconnected rules. Checking rulesets is now a part of the fabric of an 
institution as rules have been written for culture, diversity, environmental and 
social issues. 
 
As JWG enters its 17th year of providing a safe space for collaboration we see 
that now more than ever the ‘Technology’, ‘Data’ and ‘Controls’ tribes need 
to join forces with ‘Risk and Compliance’.  

In this yearbook we provide a recap of 2022 and our 2023 outlook on 
RegTech for Financial services: 
 

 2023 Hot take. As we lean in our second decade of RegTech we see front, 
middle and back office regulatory demands aligning to demand a more 
holistic risk framework 
 

 Community update. JWG’s digital pivot has netted a bumper crop of 
industry awards as we have expanded the breadth and depth of our 
global RegDelta and RegRadar services and grown our global audience 
 

 Research plans. We will focus our 2023 plans on the interconnections and 
dependencies between global efforts to enhance market integrity and 
protection, improve systemic transparency and remediate digital non-
financial risks which threaten its safety. 
  

Consolidating this much change and providing the framework for safety is 
not easy but that is where we come in. Let us know if you need a connection 
to others in the community who are on this path! 
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2023 RegTech Hot take 
 
Our RegTech outlook is one of collaboration between the front office and its 
supporting tribes - Technology, Data, Risk and Compliance. New board-level 
demands require more integrated tooling, digital standards and better ways 
of working.   
 

Market integrity and protection  
 
We start the new year with open consultations on trading rule changes in the EU, US, 
UK and Asia. However, this is just a part of the regulatory book of work for 2023. 

The trading floor is facing detailed a new wave of technical change as the industry 
strives to make much needed improvements in transparency, best execution, 
market abuse and AML/CFT detection. 

  

Billions of dollars of WhatsApp fines pale in comparison to the potential 
impact of market structure changes that give the upper hand to data-hungry 
competition. Changes to volume caps, systematic internalisation (SI) regimes, 
the way data is priced, and the regulation of digital assets could create big 
winners and losers in the next 24 months. 

As digital asset regulation comes into focus, we see public/ private 
opportunities to define what good looks like, but not much of a collaboration 
plan. RegTech is key to stability for these asset classes and it is our hope that 
cross-sector coordinating bodies can bring the many actors to the same 
table and change that in key jurisdictions this year.  

Many interconnected policy choices in this space are tinkering with 
fundamental market principles like: retail investor access to wholesale 

https://jwg-it.eu/article/compliant-trading-by-design-22-march-2023/
https://jwg-it.eu/regcasts/2b-reasons-for-surveillance-regtech/
https://regtechconference.co.uk/session/trading/
https://regtechconference.co.uk/session/the-state-of-our-digital-markets/
https://jwg-it.eu/article/regtech-key-to-stablecoin-stability/
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markets; 24/7 operations; custodial liability; and data valuation. Even small 
tweaks could have a large impact on markets like benchmarks, insurance 
and taxes.  

 

Trading and Digital Asset RegTech 2023 on-demand here LinkedIn here RegTech Hub here 

With market abuse and AML/CFT expectations expanding to address digital 
assets and new channels, more integrated ‘compliance by design’ is a key 
business theme this year.  

We have risk taxonomies and standards on our list this year as we explore 
collaborative opportunities. For more on our Compliance RegTech agenda 
see here. 

 

Upgrading market abuse 2023 on-demand here LinkedIn here RegTech Hub here 

While the UK is finally moving forward with a second Economic Crime Plan, 
the industry continues to call for better common RegTech policy to deal with 
increasing restrictions on sharing data while at the same time enabling the 
banking system to harness the power of collaborative technologies like PET.   

 

Upgrading AML/CFT 2023 on-demand here LinkedIn here RegTech Hub here 

 

https://regtechconference.co.uk/2022-agenda/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8129648/
https://jwg-it.eu/member-area/
https://jwg-it.eu/article/surveillance-regtech-2022/
https://jwg-it.eu/analysis/aml-and-tm-2022-ready-for-action/
https://jwg-it.eu/article/compliant-trading-by-design-22-march-2023/
https://regtechconference.co.uk/session/protecting-the-system-and-investors/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/10338304/
https://jwg-it.eu/member-area/
https://regtechconference.co.uk/session/protecting-the-system-and-investors/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8605028/
https://jwg-it.eu/member-area/
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Digital non-financial risk 
 
As Forbes reported here in Q4 2022, the notion of a comprehensive risk 
management framework which crosses back-office silos is needed for this fast 
growing class of regulation on ‘the how.’  

In 2023 we picked up well over 10,000 documents detailing Operational 
Resilience, Cyber and new technology risks which we covered on in our 
manging digital infrastructure risk report.  

A fundamental rethink of what good FS infrastructure looks like, who delivers 
it, where it is based and how to control the risks. Boards will be forced to ask 
many more difficult questions about their cloud providers, the use of AI by 
their applications and how safe the supply chain is from cyberattacks.  

Despite technology being global, these rules are increasingly influenced by 
political drivers for ringfencing and ‘digital sovereignty’. Divergent 
approaches to AI, Cloud, PET will require individual risk ‘tribes’ to be joined-
up.  

New accountability regimes will be used to impose painful sanctions which 
could include losing the right to work in the industry and jailtime.  

We look forward to collaborating with regulators, regulated and their 
suppliers on new practices, tooling and standards which help senior 
management sleep at night.  

 

Regulatory infrastructure controls on-demand here LinkedIn here RegTech Hub here 

Regulators require businesses to demonstrate that their risk management and 
control frameworks are effective. To do this, non-financial risk management 
capabilities need to move to the digital age.  
 
By this we mean employment of tooling which houses their intelligence and 
standards to benchmark their frameworks. Experts discussed the state of the art at 
our annual conference here.  
 
A culture shift away from analogue practices using Microsoft tools is required to work 
to a common library with quickly downloadable intelligence.  
 
As we have seen through the implementation of RegDelta, it is critical to harness the 
intelligence of the enterprise in agreeing the audit trail between texts and policies.  
 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/tomgroenfeldt/2022/10/28/new-financial-services-regs-will-require-comprehensive-action-by-boards/?sh=2a121c41381f
https://jwg-it.eu/article/the-boards-new-rules-for-how/
https://jwg-it.eu/article/managing-digital-infrastructure-risk-new-jwg-research/
https://jwg-it.eu/article/2022-the-dawn-of-compliant-fs-infrastructure/
https://jwg-it.eu/article/are-eu-ready-for-accountability-regtech/
https://regtechconference.co.uk/session/new-digital-risks-regulatory-infrastructure-controls/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8959626/
https://jwg-it.eu/member-area/
https://jwg-it.eu/article/regtech-for-clean-controls/
https://regtechconference.co.uk/session/digitizing-the-regulatory-horizon-2023/
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Systemic transparency & financial risk  
 

Since 2017 JWG has been out in front with leading firms and regulators on 
Digital Regulatory Reporting (DRR).   

DRR music across the globe is upping pace as we learnt at our annual 
conference here, Europe has thrown down the gauntlet to global regulators 
and opened the doors to true industry collaboration.  

The big bet we took with Derivatives has resulted in firms asking their trade 
associations to help drive the programme forwards. While committees are 
great for governance, this leaves many questions unresolved.  

 

As we explain in our research here, JWG’s regulatory reporting Task Force 
concluded that the time for experimentation is over.  

Business cases and plans for new collaborative models, standards, 
infrastructure and plumbing is required now. Ask us how we can help you 
chart a successful path through this complicated landscape.   

 

Ask us if you would like more information on how RegDelta’s approach beat 
out a top flight field for Euromoney’s Regulatory Solution provider of the year 
award for its audit trail for field-level interpretation.   

Last year we also investigated how the dream of ESG transparency can 
avoid data quality nightmares. Experts at our conference argued for 
connecting public and private sector data sources via open metadata and 
data licensing frameworks.  

 

ESG Digitizing regulatory reporting on-demand here LinkedIn here RegTech Hub here 

As regulators define templates and clarify data expectations, we see a 
massive opportunity reduce regulatory risk with RegTech tooling.  

https://jwg-it.eu/working-group/global-derivatives-digital-regulatory-reporting-programme/#:%7E:text=DRR%20Programme,scenarios%20and%20machine%20executable%20rules.
https://regtechconference.co.uk/session/digitalisation-of-risk-data-collection/
https://jwg-it.eu/analysis/pumping-up-the-drr-volume-in-2023/
https://jwg-it.eu/article/jwg-scoops-5-industry-awards-for-2022-2023/
https://regtechconference.co.uk/session/crowdsource-topic-2/
https://regtechconference.co.uk/2022-agenda/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8604188/
https://jwg-it.eu/member-area/
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JWG 2022 Community update  
 
JWG has been privileged to work with a truly global network of leading technologists 
as strategic partners to educate, inform and collaborate with the regulators, the 
regulated and those that serve them since 2006.  
 
JWG Awards 2022/23 
 
Together, we have helped the sector regain control of regulatory change by 
adopting a technology-enabled, standardised and collaborative approach.  
 
Exhibit 1: JWG’s 2023 global offerings and awards 

  
 
Exhibit 1 shows how we take a data-driven approach to aligning the global 
regulatory agenda, collecting tens of thousands of daily updates, and creating 
actionable intelligence from them. Users of RegDelta and Radar reports can easily 
spot trends, know what they mean get ahead and be in position to win.  
 
Armed with this insight, we offer a safe space for the community to understand 
interdependencies, shape future responses and action collaborative programmes.  

JWG is thrilled to announce that it has received multiple awards for RegDelta, which 
provides the broadest regulatory intelligence with the deepest enrichment, but also 
for the JWG website which showcases the latest RegTech analysis, products and 
events, allowing users to create a bespoke library of intelligence.  

We are truly honoured to have received recognition from top publications 
like Euromoney and cfi.co for nearly two decades of work being educators, 
informers and enablers, promoting both collaboration and regulatory 
understanding for the global financial services community. 
 
See ‘JWG scoops 5 industry awards for 2022/23’ here for more information.  

https://regdelta.jwg-it.eu/
https://jwg-it.eu/member-area/
https://jwg-it.eu/article/jwg-scoops-5-industry-awards-for-2022-2023/
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RegDelta and Radar coverage   
 
Our radar analysts leveraged RegDelta’s NLP to analyse 242,626 pages from 
12,917 regulatory documents to produce 31 bespoke client reports against 11 
regulatory themes in 2022. The list of hot themes is illustrated in Exhibit 2 below 

Our clients do not run the risk of missing important documents as we use NLP 
to determine relevance from millions of alerts using a deep, proprietary model for FS 
obligations as global policy develops.  

Exhibit 2: JWG’s RegRadar overview 

 

This highly skilled human element takes the best from the automated model 
and enhances its accuracy. The result – a fast, more efficient, and reliable 
service which delivers high quality at a budget-friendly cost.   

JWG’s Digital Footprint 
 
JWG’s fully digitalized platform enables our Members to access highly curated 
content from 163 jurisdictions. The US grabbed the top market spot for a 2nd year in 
a row from the UK with Asia and Europe vying for 3rd place. 
 
In addition to all the great content in our RegTech hubs and LinkedIn, we ramped 
up virtual production last year following feedback from firms which felt that physical 
events did not always meet their needs.  
 
In 2022 we doubled our RegCast episodes. Financial institutions, regulators and 
technology suppliers have downloaded 40 episodes 18,000 times to hear no-
nonsense discussions on how to resolve the pain points of digital compliance. 
You can filter the full list of RegCasts here as well as find them on your favourite 
player. 
 
For a full update on 2022 activity see 2022 unwrapped here.   

https://www.linkedin.com/company/jwg-group-ltd
https://jwg-it.eu/regcast/
https://jwg-it.eu/article/regtech-2022-unwrapped/
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Exhibit 3: JWG’s 2020-2022 Digital Footprint  

 
 
Across our platform, JWG had 99,000+ listening minutes across our RegCast and 
events channels in 2022.  
 
Exhibit 4 shows how popular our annual RegTech conference, digital asset seminar 
and AML/CFT and surveillance seminars were last year.  
 
Exhibit 4:  JWG 2022 digital events t  
 

 
 
In total, we hosted 82 speakers, 35 sponsors, 1,000+ attendees and 3,200 event page 
visits which netted 9,000 article impressions. 

  

https://regtechconference.co.uk/session/detecting-decentralised-market-abuse/
https://dartech.jwgevents.org/
https://aml-sanc-surv.jwgevents.org/
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JWG 2023 research plans  
 

2023 regulatory efforts will amplify and accelerate many of the changes we have 
seen blossom in 2022.  

Exhibit 5: JWG’s 2023 Event Roadmap  

 

The good news is that the topics are now well known, the bad news is that they are 
intersecting and proliferating across the globe with often big differences in political 
drivers.  

We will focus our 2023 plans on the interconnections and dependencies between 
global efforts to protect the system and the digital operations which underpin its 
safety.  Exhibit 6 presents a high-level overview of how we are organising our 
research agenda.  

Our 2023 RegTech research agenda is centred around better understanding and 
harnessing the lessons from the first decade of implementation.  

This will include exploring public/private sector collaborations to improve trust in 
RegTech tooling, as well as evaluating more effective ways to manage compliance 
obligations through dynamic risk management frameworks.  

Further research is planned to assess data management solutions, taking into 
account not just current public/private infrastructure but what will be required in the 
future.  

We will bring together a wide range of relevant stakeholders across both the public 
and private spheres to revolutionise how RegTech is implemented in the future.  

The aim is to create a comprehensive body of knowledge that can be used by 
organisations across different sectors to streamline their compliance processes and 
make them more efficient and cost-effective in the years ahead. 
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Exhibit 6: JWG’s 2023 Research Themes  
 

 

Let us know if you see an opportunity to raise awareness to your challenges and the 
solutions required. For more information contact Corrina.Stokes@jwg-it.eu.  

We look forward to having you on board in 2023! 
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